
Letter to answer the reviewers’ comments/suggestions

1- Title:

Screening of UBE3A gene referred for Angelman Syndrome followed by a genetic

approach to identify UBE3A putative targets

2- Please provide point to point answer to all reviewers. Authors should revise their article according
to the reviewers’ comments/suggestions and provide point-by-point responses to each in a letter that is
to accompany their resubmission.

Please check for several grammatical errors: checked and send to professional English
language editing company

In the methods or results section, include a few sentences on how specifically
these 50 were treated:

Added:

The patients were referred to different pediatric departments, due to unidentified etiology of

severe mental retardation, epileptic seizures or abnormal EEG findings, severe speech

impairment and dysmorphic facial features, and the genetic anomaly was confirmed for all of

them.

Cytogenetic analysis demonstrated a 46,XY and 46,XX karyotype in all analyzed cells from

the patients. The parent’s karyotypes were found to be normal as well. After that,

microsatellite marker PCR analysis was conducted using the conventional methodology,

employing polymorphic markers situated within the 15q11q13 region. The purpose was to

authenticate the duplication and ascertain the parental source of the duplicated chromosome

15. All our patients were normal. We performed methylation-specific multiplex ligation-

dependent probe amplification (MS-MLPA) for diagnosis of AS associated with deletions,

UPD15, or rare duplications. After all these tests, the deletion, UPD, and imprinted defects

were excluded in all 50 patients.

Molecular analysis by direct sequencing (exons 7 to 16 and flanking exon/intron boundaries)

of the UBE3A gene performed on all patients revealed negative results.

In the discussion session, implications of specific genes can be put together in a
table for easy reading



Added:

The gene expression for the first family were detailed in Table 6.

The exome sequencing of the second patient in family 2 (Figure 2) gave different genes. The

gene expression for the second family were detailed in Table 6.

In the discussion session, implications of specific genes can be put together in a
table for easy reading. • You can discuss and highlight the importance of
performing patient-derived iPSC modelling (PMID: 33370574; PMID: 35316126)
from these individual mutation types for a better understanding of these disease
phenotypes and better targeting.

Angelman syndrome still lacks a cure. It is possible to generate pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)

line derived from skin fibroblasts of AS patients. These iPSC models of genomic imprinting

disorders will facilitate the investigation of AS disease processes and allow study of the

developmental timing and mechanism of UBE3A repression in human neurons [17,18]. The

rapid growth of iPSC technology has transformed these cells into multipurpose for basic and

clinical research tools. Several studies have already developed this method, which may be

very interesting to investigate for our patients. Future iPSC research will facilitate drug

discovery, cell therapy, and new modes of diagnosis for neurogenetic disorders.
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